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Content and Metadata trends 

[Ramakrishnan and Tomkins 2007] 
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Examples 

Metadata 
RDF 

Wikipedia ODP 

Flickr 

Text 
Anchors + links 

Y! Answers Queries+clicks 

Explicit Implicit 
Wordnet 

UGC 

Private 

Scale Blogs, 
Groups 

Quality? 

Trends 

•  User Generated Content 
– Massive (quality vs. quantity) 
– Social Networks 
– Real time (people + physical sensors) 

•  Impact 
– Fragmentation of ownership 
– Fragmentation of access (longer tail) 
– Fragmentation of right to access 

•  Viability 
– Business model based in advertising (?) 
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What we really want? 

Chaos Chaos Order Order 

Now 

Past 

Search is Evolving 

•  Already, more than a list of docs 
•  Moving towards identifying a user’s task 
•  Enabling means for task completion 

•  New experiences based on the Web 2.0 

•  Challenges: on-line, scalability 
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More complete information in one search 

Shortcuts 

Deep Links 

Enhanced Results 
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Search: Content vs. Intent 

Premise: 
– People don’t want to search 
– People want to get tasks done and get 

straight to their answers 

I am craving for good “bratwurst” and “apfelwein” in Frankfurt 
Finish Start 

Search Menu Reviews Map 
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How this might work – I 

Index time processing: 

Home page for 
Kunzes Erben 

Geo 
Business name 

Address: 

Map 

Tel: 12345678 

Lookup 

Business type= 
Food,  

Typical restaurant 

Other pages around the web 

Reviews – extracted and indexed 
Under Typical restaurants in Frankfurt 
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How this might work – II 

Query stream 
Session  
Analysis 

Intent + 
Attributes 

Typical food 
Frankfurt  typical 

Typical  apfelw
ein 

Intent = eat typical 

Geo = Frankfurt 

Query time processing: 

21 

Net 

•  We move from a web of pages to a Web 
of Objects 

•  Objects are people, places, businesses, 
restaurants … (named entities) 

•  Objects have attributes 
– Missing, noisy, etc. 

•  Intents are satisfied by presenting 
objects and attributes 

•  Attributes define faceted search 
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Research Challenges 

•  Crawling objects 
•  Object extraction (entities) 
•  Object disambiguation 
•  Object consolidation 
•  Object normalization 
•  Object indexing 
•  Object ranking 
•  Object visualization 

How do we get structured objects/attributes? 

•  Web Content 
– Metadata/Taxonomies/Folksonomies 
– Machine learning techniques 
– Classification/Extraction/Semantic Web 

•  Web Usage 
–  Implicit relations 

•  Building out an open ecosystem 
– Publishers have incentives to contribute 

23 
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Search Engine Result Page 

The SearchMonkey Ecosystem 

Personalized 
SERP 

Display 

SearchMonkey 

Publisher 
Content 

Submission 

Developer 
Tool 

Publishers Users 

Developers 

XML / API /  
RDFa /  

DataRSS 

Templates/ 
PHP 
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•  Straight to the answers 
•  Increase in quality of site traffic 
•  Fosters loyalty and engagement 

Enhanced Results and Infobars: 
Ratings and reviews, images, deep links, and 

BEFORE 

AFTER 

other name-value pairs. 

Site Owners 
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The Wisdom of Crowds 
• James Surowiecki, a New Yorker columnist, 

published this book in 2004 
– “Under the right circumstances, groups are 

remarkably intelligent” 
•  Importance of diversity, independence and 

decentralization 
“large groups of people are smarter than an elite few, no matter 

how brilliant—they are better at solving problems, fostering 
innovation, coming to wise decisions, even predicting the future”.  

Aggregating data 
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The Wisdom of Crowds 

– Crucial for Search Ranking 
– Text: Web Writers & Editors  

• not only for the Web! 
– Links: Web Publishers 
– Tags: Web Taggers 
– Queries: All Web Users! 

• Queries and actions (or no action!) 

Geo-tagged Photos in Flickr 
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The Wisdom of Crowds 

–  Popularity 

–  Diversity 
–  Quality 

–  Coverage 

Long tail 

The Long Tail 
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People 

Interests 

35 

Heavy tail of user interests 

Many queries, each asked very few times, make up 
a large fraction of all queries 
Movies watched, blogs read, words used … 

Normal 
people 

Weirdos 

One explanation 

36 

Many queries, each asked very few times, make up 
a large fraction of all queries 

Applies to word usage, web page access … 
We are all partially eclectic 

People 

Interests 

Personal distribution has a heavy tail 

Broder, Gabrilovich, Goel, Pang; WSDM 2009 

The reality 
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Why the heavy tail matters 

Not because the worst-sellers make a lot 
of money 

But because they matter to a lot of people 

•  Many users annotate photos of “La 
Sagrada Familia”: 

– Sagrada Familia, Barcelona 
– Sagrada Familia, Gaudi, architecture, 

church 
–  church, Sagrada Familia 
– Sagrada Familia, Barcelona, Spain 

•  Derived collective knowledge: 
– Barcelona, Gaudi, church, architecture 

Tag Mining - Collective Knowledge 

Van Zwol et al, 2008 - 2010 
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Endless image browsing 

Tag Explorer 

Could suggest tags: nice but .... 
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Faceted Image Search 

41 

R. Baeza-Yates: “Graphs from search engine queries”. SOFSEM 2007. 

Queries as implicit tags 
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barcelona 

cheap barcelona hotels 

barcelona hotels 

luxury barcelona hotels 

Specialize 

brcelona 

Correct 

barcelona f.c. 

Parallel move 
Specialize 

Query-reformulation types 

Specialize 

Generalize 
Generalize 

Bonchi, Donato, Castill, etc. Query flow model, 2009 
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Implicit Folksonomy?  

51 

Implicit Knowledge? Web slang! 
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Experimental Evaluation 
Baeza-Yates & Tiberi, KDD 2007 

Hierarchical Clustering 
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Hierarchical Clustering 

Cliques & articulation points 
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Related pages 
based on metadata 

Events from 
personal calendar, 
Conferences, and   
bio from LinkedIn 

Geolocation 

Rich abstract 

Exploiting Microformats 

Bridging implicit and explicit metadata 
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Language, Text, Search & “Semantics” 

Pablo Picasso was born in Málaga, Spain. 

Pablo 
Picasso was 

born 
Málaga Spain 

÷£¿≠¥ ÷ŝc£ËËð №£Ë ¿¥r© ŝ© X£≠£g£, Ë÷£ŝ©. 

№£Ë 
¿¥r© ÷ŝc£ËËð 
÷£¿≠¥ X£≠£g£ Ë÷£ŝ© 

÷£¿≠¥ ÷ŝc£ËËð №£Ë ¿¥r© ŝ© X£≠£g£, Ë÷£ŝ©. 
LOC LOC PER 

÷£¿≠¥ ÷ŝc£ËËð №£Ë ¿¥r© ŝ© X£≠£g£, Ë÷£ŝ©. 

IR 

Text 

NLP 

Semantics born-in 

City-in-Country {Person, Painter, XXth Century} 
{etc., etc.…} 

Entity Graph (linear time entity extraction) 

query 

Wikipedia 
search 

Sentences 
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Example: Picasso 

Correlator: Relations in Wikipedia 
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•  For topics without a 
Wikipedia page,  
Correlator creates a 
“synthetic page” 
with an overview of 
the topic 

•  Query:  
–  art deco chicago 

•  Synthetic page: 
–  Defines Art Deco 
–  Defines Chicago 
–  Shows relations 

between Art Deco 
and Chicago 

New Pages 

63 

 Synthetic page - example 
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Time Explorer 

•  Finding Relations among Entities in News 
– Past, present or future!  

•  Baeza-Yates, Searching the Future, 2005. 
– The clue is the interface 
– Part of the Living Knowledge EU project 

•  Winner of the HCIR 2010 Challenge 
•  New York Times collection (1987-2007) 
•  Found many interesting examples 
•  Generates new NLP research problems 

Time Explorer 

((c) Timelijne with entity trends 
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Time Explorer 

Time Explorer 
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Implicit Search 
     Search as a back end process 

•  Trigger the right search depending on the context 
– Writing email 
– Browsing news 

•  Research challenges 
– More on query intent prediction 
– Whole page layout optimization 
– Exploit the social layer 
–  Interactive manipulation of the answer 
– Measure user engagement in any context 
– Compare user satisfaction across Web sites 

69 

So what’s next? 
     We are far  from being done with innovation in search 

engines 
•  Possible future 

– The new frontiers: front-end and user experience  
•  The most probable reason for users to switch 

between quasi-equivalent engines is a better user 
experience 

– We still don’t understand well information needs  
   (will we ever? brain electrodes don’t work) 

– New search: contextual content delivery 

•  Large scale usage data is key to getting there BUT 
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Three major conflicting factors 

Privacy Contextualization 

Usage data at a very large scale 

Over contextualization endangers 
privacy 

Long-term logs endanger privacy 

More data via larger communities, 
makes data less personalized 

wisdom of crowds does not work 
well on small corpora 

  More data over longer periods of time brings more insights 

Contextualize the task: query intent detection 

Conclusions 
•  Web search is no longer about document 

retrieval 
• Means for web-mediated goals 

– New breed of search experiences 
– Demands search ecosystem combining 
content with intent 
– Exploiting the Wisdom of Crowds behind the 
Web 2.0 
– User aggregation versus 
personalization 

•   Optimize common tasks 
•  Move away from privacy issues 
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Questions? 
rbaeza@acm.org 

http://search.yahoo.com 
http://labs.yahoo.com 

http://sandbox.yahoo.com 

Second edition 
coming next month 


